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Abstract.

Research data management (RDM) in academic scientific environments increasingly enters

the focus as an important part of good scientific practice and as a topic with big potentials

for saving time and money. Nevertheless, there is a shortage of appropriate tools, which

fulfill the specific requirements in scientific research. We identified where the requirements

in science deviate from other fields and proposed a list of requirements which RDM software

should answer to become a viable option.

We analyzed a number of currently available technologies and tool categories for matching

these requirements and identified areas where no tools can satisfy researchers’ needs. Finally

we assessed the open-source RDMS (research data management system) LinkAhead for

compatibility with the proposed features and found that it fulfills the requirements in the area

of semantic, flexible data handling in which other tools show weaknesses.

1 Introduction1

Research units, from small research groups at universities to large research and development2

departments are increasingly confronted with the challenge to manage large amounts of data, data3

of high complexity[1], [2] and changing data structures[3], [4]. The necessary tasks for research4

data management include storage, findability and long-term accessibility for new generations of5

researchers and for new research questions[4]–[6].6

In spite of the advantages of implementing data management solutions[7], we found a lack of7

standard methods or even standard software so far for research data management, especially in8

the context of quickly evolving methods and research targets. We hypothesize that the reason for9

this deficit is that scientific research poses unique challenges for data management, since it is10

characterized by constant innovation, short lived research questions, trial-and-error approaches,11

and the continuous integration of new insights.12

We propose agile research data management as a promising approach to meet the special13

requirements of scientific research and to fully leverage the benefits of increased research14

digitalization, automated data acquisition methods and storage capabilities.15
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the scientific data lifecycle. Data can be obtained from every

step, and in most cases the relationship between data entities is just as relevant as the raw data.

Blue thick arrows denote the direction in which information flows in normal research. Thin black

arrows indicate data flow to and from a research data management system. While this example

focuses on experimental and laboratory centered disciplines, comparative lifecycles also exist for

theoretical sciences and most fields in the humanities.

For this article, we identified the specific challenges for research data management (RDM) and16

defined eleven requirements which suitable RDM software should have to (a) fulfill the practical17

needs and (b) be accepted by the potential users. We then matched existing tools against these18

requirements and found areas where the tools show substantial need for improvement.19

Finally we present the LinkAhead[8], [9] toolkit as a viable approach to satisfy all the proposed20

requirements.21

2 Challenges for research data management22

2.1 The scientific data lifecycle: the need for proper tooling23

Data which accrues in scientific research is more than just experimental readings, field notes24

or interview recordings. In order to fully represent the research journey and eventually enable25

reproducible science, the data from every research step may become relevant. We identify26

the challenges to make this data usable in a way that leads to reproducible, and time-efficient,27

research.28

Figure 1 shows a schematic of different research steps during the research lifecycle, during29

which important data is generated. For full reproducibility, it is not sufficient however to simply30

store any data that one acquires, but also to represent the semantic connections and make these31

connections searchable.32

In more detail, the most relevant sources and targets for data in scientific research are (numbered33

from (D1) to (D6)):34

Prior publications (D1) An important part of good scientific practice (GSP) is to credit the35
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influence of prior work, written by the scientists themselves or third parties. Linking one’s36

own work to previous publications — articles or published data from repositories — and37

making these connections public helps to assess reproducibility and may lead to fruitful38

data-reuse in unforeseen contexts.[10] An RDMS should be able to trace back each data39

item to previous scientific publications on which it is based.40

Ideas and SOPs (D2) The data here consists mostly of text documents which describe thoughts,41

hypotheses and planned standard operating procedures (SOPs). These documents fill the42

gap between previous work and the next round of data acquisitions, they often also work43

as a blueprint for the data acquisition phase.[11] A scientist may consult their RDMS44

to answer questions like “Which SOP was used when experiment X was carried out to45

generate data file Y?”.46

Lab data (D3) Environmental data, device settings, used SOPs and ingredients and other inci-47

dental data typically accrues during the course of experiments and was traditionally stored48

in paper laboratory notebooks. Currently, a lot of laboratories switch to electronic lab49

notebooks (ELNs) for the same purpose. While this data is often seen as second-class50

“metadata”, we hold that since often conclusions can be drawn from it, it deserves the51

same handling as final instrument readings.[12]–[14]52

During work in the lab, software must be as unintrusive as possible, with efficient user53

interfaces.54

Experimental results (D4) These are what is often considered the main data. For meaningful55

analysis, data from experimental results mostly must be enriched with additional data from56

experimental or device settings or from processed samples, to filter for special conditions,57

to compare settings or to verify that values are compatible with standard literature.[15]58

Numerical simulations (D5) Similarly to experimental results, data obtained from numerical59

procedures can not be interpreted without knowledge about used software and parameters,60

possibly hardware conditions and input from laboratories or third-party data sources.[16]61

Since bit-for-bit reproducibility is possible in theory, all relevant settings should be stored62

unchanged.63

Data analysis (D6) When analyzing data from previous steps, storing not only the used pro-64

grams, scripts, and their parameters, but also the semantic connections enables later65

researchers to reconstruct which method was used, which assumptions were made and66

under which conditions the input data was gathered.[17], [18]67

Next publication (D1) Formally the end of the lifecycle, but of course also the beginning of68

many new ones, a publication contains a number of statements which are supported by69

data from previous steps. A comprehensive RDMS could quickly answer a question like70

“In figure X, which methods were used to analyze the data, which devices and software71

were used to acquire the raw data, and which assumptions were made when planning the72

experimental setting?”73

This list focuses on experimental and laboratory centered disciplines like engineering or natural74

sciences, but of course in the humanities and theoretical sciences, there are equivalent steps75

which are equally important to preserve and link to each other.76
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2.2 Specifics of scientific research data management77

There are some needs for data management which are specific to or more pronounced in scientific78

research, which we will label by (S1) through (S5):79

Interoperability Scientists tend to work with their own custom-written software[19]–[21],80

which often requires files with data to be directly accessible to the OS via a file system81

(S1), remote or locally. Also programmatic access (query, retrieve, update) to data via82

network APIs (S2) is a necessity for many scientific data uses.83

Agility Traditional DMS require users to define a data model and stick to it[22]. All data to be84

entered has to conform to the data model as it was defined. Research however is defined85

by having undefined outcomes, the research questions, experimental setup or analysis86

methods change more often than not over the course of one investigation.[23] We therefore87

identify (S3) as the special need for flexibility regarding the data model.88

Learning curve Scientific research is founded upon the contribution of many participants, with89

different qualifications, varying research foci and high fluctuations. As a consequence, a90

steep learning curve for using an RDMS would be detrimental to its adoption (S4).91

Early usefulness Systems which only store data, but do not provide short-term advantages, have92

high acceptance barriers. Especially in academic research, junior scientists with short-term93

contracts have little incentive to invest time and money in systems which only may pay94

out on longer timescales.[22] Therefore, RDMS should offer some tangible advantages on95

the short run (S5).96

3 Requirements for a scientific RDMS97

Based upon the challenges from the previous section, we propose a set of requirements for an98

RDMS to be a useful tool for scientific research.99

3.1 General requirements100

(R1) Semantic linkage In order to retain the semantic context in which data is embedded, it101

must be possible in the RDMS to link data sets with each other in a meaningful way, i.e.,102

the links must bear some meaning. The default linking possibilities and properties of the103

data types in the RDMS form the data model.104

(R2) Flexible data model Researchers require an RDMS for structured storage of data, where105

the data model can be changed on the fly, without the need to migrate or discard existing106

data ((S3)). When the data model is changed, for example due to new machines, protocols107

or evolving research questions, the existing data must remain valid and usable. A change108

in ontological semantics now must be compatible with previous semantics then.109

(R3) Searchability The RDMS should have easily accessible search options not only for prop-110

erty values of stored entities, but also for links to other entities and properties (and link)111

thereof. This deep search allows the traversal of the structured knowledge graph and112

delivers actual utility value.113
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(R4) Sustainability In order to assure long-term access to stored data, software solutions must114

have some safeguard against becoming unmaintained. This could be achieved by being115

either open-source software or “too big to fail”. In the case of open-source software,116

either the community or other companies could step in, if the original maintainers stopped117

their support. On the other hand, if a software system is very widely adopted and thus118

indispensable, it is unlikely to be abandoned or left unsupported.119

(R5) Open APIs For interaction with third-party programs, the RDM must have an API with120

low entrance barriers ((S2)). In research contexts, these third-party programs are often121

custom-written by scientists without explicit computer science background, so extensive122

documentation of the API is very desirable.123

3.2 Automation124

Automation of repetitive data integration reduces error rates and frees users to concentrate on125

more challenging tasks. It is therefore desirable for an RDMS to have:126

(R6) Synchronization The RDMS shouldmake it easy for its administrators to integrate existing127

data sources (for example databases or file systems with structured folder hierarchies)128

into the RDMS: The RDMS should be synchronized automatically with data from these129

sources, which makes these data available in a unified manner via the RDMS interface.130

Note that the RDMS can not solve the conceptual problem of a single source of truth when131

synchronizing data from different sources, but it can at least highlight potential conflicts132

and where they first occurred to administrators.133

(R7) ELN integration Research work in the lab is increasingly documented with electronic lab134

notebooks (ELNs)[24], [25], which allow to conveniently enter device and experimental135

settings in a semi-structured way. This data is usually critical in the analysis of acquired136

raw data from instruments, e.g., for searching specific data sets or filtering by parameters.137

There should be a possibility that the RDMS integrates the ELN data and presents it like138

data from other sources.139

(R8) Workflow representation While following one SOP, the laboratory workflow is often140

highly standardized, which makes it suitable for representation within the RDMS. The141

RDMS should support workflows with different states, which can only be switched in an142

admin-defined pattern. This simplifies the work for users, because they may e.g., only see143

the interfaces which are relevant for the current sample processing step.144

3.3 Specific requirements for scientific work145

As introduced in section Specifics of scientific research data management, some requirements146

arise from scientific research specifically.147

(R9) Versioning Mistakes during data acquisition happen, and it must be possible to correct148

existing data sets. At the same time, this editing must be made transparent and the history149

of each data set must be kept for future inspection.150

(R10) File system integration For interaction with third-party programs, raw data files must be151
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available on standard file systems ((S1)). Ideally the scientists’ workflows should remain152

unchanged by the RDMS.153

(R11) Gentle learning curve, early pay-off To accommodate for the short employment lifecy-154

cles in science, RDMS should offer straightforward and simple to learn usage possibilities155

which give some early sense of achievement ((S4), (S5))[26]. One example could be156

simplified search options which help users understand that an RDMS will make their work157

easier when handling with data.158

3.4 Relation to FAIR data management159

FAIR data management is seen as a general requirement by the scientific community at large.160

We hold that a research data management system fulfilling (R1) – (R11) can enable research161

groups to implement a FAIR data management.162

Specifically, Findability can be achieved because each data set and collections of data can be163

assigned persistent identifiers, data and metadata can be intimately connected and data can be164

found through the search functionality of the RDMS.165

Scientific RDMS can enable Accessibility through open and standardized APIs and separation of166

raw data and metadata. RDMS allow for Interoperability when users can incorporate existing167

ontologies for data model, descriptions and references between data sets. Reusability is fostered168

by rich data models including licenses, provenance information and which follow the respective169

communities’ standards.170

4 Current state of the tools landscape171

We give a short overview over existing solutions, tools and approaches and over their possibilities.172

We also classify the extent to which they cover the required features.173

4.1 Technologies and approaches174

Currently, DMS tools exist for a range of fields and use numerous technological and methodolog-175

ical approaches. Different sources use different definitions for some of the following categories,176

so we try make our definitions explicit, where necessary.177

ELNs Here we use the definition of Harvard Medical Scool[27]:178

An Electronic Lab Notebook (ELN) is a software tool that in its most basic179

form replicates an interface much like a page in a paper lab notebook. In an180

ELN you can enter protocols, observations, notes, and other data using your181

computer or mobile device.182

Electronic laboratory notebooks replace paper-based physical solutions to document the183

scientific workflow in laboratories, but also partly planning and analysis of obtained data.184

For the sake of this article, ELNs are distinct from other lab-oriented data management185

software in that ELNs focus on the user experience while entering data in a laboratory envi-186

ronment and allow to enter data in a semi-structured way, often much like a text editor with187

the possibiliy to add a number of structured fields. The structure can sometimes be defin188
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by means of user editable templates. Typical examples are eLabFTW[28], Chemotion[29],189

RSpace[30], eLabJournal[31] and other[24].190

Field-specific solutions Many scientific field have specialized data management solutions for191

their fields which cater to the specific needs, such as chemical structure searches, material192

property tables, sample management or domain specific data visualization. Often, these193

solutions excel in their purposes but customization options or interaction possibilities194

may be limited. Examples are Nomad[32], C6H6.org[33], Chemotion[29], JuliaBase[34]195

among others.196

Data, article and software repositories Most scientific journals and some funding agencies197

require scientists to publish the data underlying their publications in a publicly accessible198

data repository. There are data repositories with custom software, and an increasing number199

of public repository instances using off-the-rack software like Dataverse[35], Invenio[36],200

DSpace[37] or CKAN[38]. Data repositories cover (D1) in the data lifecycle and offer201

some search functionality, in all but very few cases they are intended for immutable data202

at the time of publication. Data models range from very simple (only authors and text203

description) over completely user defined key-value pairs to domain specific fixed data204

models for domain repositories.205

Similarly, software and articles are stored in specialized repositories, which often have206

extensive metadata capabilities for the entities stored within them.207

Data storage systems Data storage is a necessary prerequisite for scientific research and thus208

there are many well established systems: mirrored network file systems (e.g., NFS, CIFS)209

with regular backups to tape archives on the one hand and object stores (e.g., S3) on the210

other hand, which store binary blobs outside classical file system structures.211

SQL databases Plain SQL databases use tables where rows represent records and columns212

represent the data sets’ attributes or properties. Each table with a fixed set of columns of213

mostly fixed types represent one type or class of data, defining the properties available for214

that type.215

Because SQL databases are readily available and can be integrated into most programming216

languages, they are often used as the technical base for both self-written ad-hoc data217

management solutions and existing commercial data management systems alike[39], [40].218

Key-value stores A contrasting approach to SQL databases (therefore categorized as NoSQL219

databases, popular examples are CouchDB or MongoDB), key-value stores manage data as220

a collection of key-value pairs. They trade the structure of the SQL paradigm for flexibility,221

allowing users to store whatever they deem appropriate.222

RDF, SPARQL A common concept from academic knowledge representation research, RDF223

(resource description framework)[41] is a framework and representation standard for224

subject-predicate-object triples. It has found adoption in the standardization community225

and some applications. SPARQL is a query language for accessing RDF data and used by226

knowledge services such as Wikidata.[42], [43]227

We would also like to mention that some solutions incorporate one or more if these approaches as228
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components. For example Kadi4Mat[44] and Nomad have ELNs as part of the overall software229

package.230

4.2 Do existing tools meet the requirements?231

We discuss to what degree these technologies and tools are able to fulfill the requirements (R1)232

– (R11) listed above. Here we differentiate between technologies, which may be used when233

implementing applications on the one hand, and tools on the other hand which are candidates for234

data management solutions.235

4.2.1 Technologies236

RDF, SPARQL RDF was designed and is well suited to represent semantic relationships be-237

tween entities and local RDF collections can be extensively searched with SPARQL by238

trained experts. There is a number of standardized RDF serializations which can be gen-239

erated and read by a many programming languages. Data models can be implemented240

using RDF Schema, which is based upon RDF. Entities can reference entities located on241

other instances, which brings greater flexibility, but raises issues about data mutability242

and searchability.243

SQL databases Relational databases thrive on relations between tables and thus allow some244

degree of semantic linking, albeit with very limited flexibility. Searching is possible, but245

requires a certain degree of expertise, which can be mitigated by external helper tools.246

There are standardized implementations, open source and proprietary alike, which can be247

expected to continue for the foreseeable future.248

Key-value stores NoSQL databases allow users a comprehensive degree of freedom when249

storing data, but at the same time often provide no overarching structure to enforce certain250

data model properties. Semantic linkage thus often is limited to convention instead of251

internalized structures. Searchability is comparable to traditional SQL databases, and there252

is a large number of implementations.253

Data storage systems As a basic technology to store raw files or objects, data storage systems254

do not have the ability to link data or provide a data model. Searching data for associated255

metadata or file content is possible for some storage systems. Higher-level functionality is256

not available within the data storage systems themselves.257

These base technologies have in common that they mostly do not provide functionality such258

as high-level network APIs, graphical user interfaces, integration with other components or259

versioning. Also they target technical audiences and thus feature steep learning curves for data260

manipulation and searching alike.261

4.2.2 Tools262

ELNs ELNs target at a non-technical audience and thus generally aim to have low entrance263

barriers, with tutorials and graphical help functions. Most generic ELNs allow basic264

linking between stored records and searches thereof, and users are guided in their work265

of entering data by means of templates. These templates often do not have a semantic266
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Technology R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 R11

RDF + SPARQL      # ∅ ∅ # # #
SQL  #    # ∅ ∅ # # #
Key-value stores G# G# G#   # ∅ ∅ # # #
Data storage # # G#   ∅ ∅ ∅ G#  G#

Tools R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 R11

ELNs G# G# G#   G# ∅   G#  
FSS

a G# G# G# G# G# ⊙ ⊙  G# G#  
Repositories # # G#  G# ⊙ # #  #  

a. field-specific solutions

R1 Semantic linkage R7 ELN integration

R2 Flexible data model R8 Workflow representation

R3 Searchability R9 Versioning

R4 Sustainability R10 File system integration

R5 Open APIs R11 Gentle learning curve, early pay-off

R6 Synchronization

Table 1: Data technologies, tools and if they meet the requirements.

Symbols used:  : yes, #: no, G#: partly, ⊙: may be possible to implement, ∅: not applicable.

Note that a “G#” may signify that not all particular examples of the category fulfill the requirement, but

it may also mean that (nearly) all examples fulfill parts of the requirement.

meaning however, but serve only as a means of suggesting data fields. Data is organized267

around lab sessions, the main datatype are notes from the laboratory. ELNs only started to268

become the de-facto standard in laboratories over the last decade, so the market is far from269

settled. There are open-source and proprietary software solutions, by large players and by270

solo enterprises. Nearly all ELNs developed over the last five years now offer APIs for271

third-party access, and many allow users to organize their workflows, such as different272

processing steps for a sample.273

Synchronization with other data sources or integration with file systems is not a core274

element of ELNs and as such rarely seen. Similarly, synchronization with other data275

sources exists only on a case-to-case base. Versioning of stored entities is possible to some276

extent for most ELNs.277

Field-specific solutions Semantic linking may be possible to a certain amount as permitted by278

the data model, which typically is limited to the use cases foreseen by the developers.279

Similarly, searching the data often is limited to key-value filters on the specialized data280

types. Some solutions (e.g., NOMAD) implement their own ELNs, but integration with281

third-party ELNs and synchronization with other data sources does not exist generally: it282

could be implemented via APIs, in those cases where they exist. Support for workflows is283

generally quite good, and the learning curves are adapted to the audience. Versioning of284

data and integration of existing file systems may be present in some systems. Long-term285

availability of software support may be an issue when these solutions are only developed286

by a small set of people or even individuals, often in time-limited funding situations. In287

these cases, open-source software can be an insurance for the future, especially if there is288
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sufficient development documentation.289

Repositories Data repositories only cover a small subset of data management use cases and as290

such generally do not implement many of the requirements. They may allow semantic291

linkage between entities, but do have encompassing data models at all. Searching is292

limited to key-value filters and full-text, sometimes referenced data sets can also be used293

as filters, but there may beAPIs which allow external tools to improve on this shortcoming.294

Repositories generally have institutional funding so that long-term availability can be295

seen as guaranteed. Synchronization with other data sources, local file system or ELN296

integration or workflow representation does not make sense, since repositories are meant297

for manual data archive upload at the end of the scientific life cycle. Upload of data298

to archives is very straightforward in most cases, and editing of uploaded data does not299

invalidate the original version, but only marks it as out of date.300

4.2.3 Summary of existing tools301

The requirements coverage of the examined technology and tool classes are shown in table 4.2.1.302

We see that while existing tools cover a wide range of the required features, there are significant303

shortcomings in two areas: flexible data models, semantic linkage and searchability on the one304

hand, and integration with ELNs, other devices and file systems on the other hand. Due to305

the large number of available products, for each requirement, there are ELN and field-specific306

solutions which may fulfill it at least partly, although such a product in general does not cover307

all requirements.308

We stated earlier that these topical fields are especially relevant in scientific research. As an effect309

DMS have been widely successful in many areas such as finance, administration, and high-tech310

industries[45], [46], but remain scarce in both academic and private sector research[46], [47].311

In summary, we find the need for a tool which fills the requirements for semantic, flexible data312

management and has sufficient synchronization and ELN integration capabilities.313

5 LinkAhead314

We hold that LinkAhead[9], an agile data management framework, fulfills the proposed require-315

ments from section Requirements for a scientific RDMS. LinkAhead was initially developed316

under the name “CaosDB” by one of our colleagues, Timm Fitschen, during his time at the Max317

Planck Institute for Dynamics and Self-Organization, and others.[48] In 2018, LinkAhead was318

released, still as “CaosDB” under the AGPLv3 license on gitlab.com.[8] Since 2020, LinkAhead319

has found increased adoption in multiple research facilities.320

In this section, we first describe LinkAhead in detail, then we assess to which extent LinkAhead321

fulfills the proposed requirements and finally we give an overview over limitations and possible322

enhancements in the future.323

5.1 Detailed description324

LinkAhead was developed out of the need for a data management solution that can cope with325

large data amount from automated sources and from existing file systems alike and that allows326
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Property
datatype :  {TEXT, INT, DOUBLE, BOOLEAN,
                     DATETIME, REFERENCE}
value :  <VALUE> | [<VALUE>, ...]
is_list : boolean
unit : string

Entity

File
file :  
checksum : string

Record
*

*inherit from RecordType
*

inherit from

has Properties

Figure 2: The metadata model of LinkAhead.

researchers to quickly adapt the way how data sets are connected or described. These needs327

reflect on the design choices which were taken over the course of development. LinkAhead328

is a general research data management system: specialized solutions such as ELNs, sample329

management systems, document management systems or other can be developed on top of it,330

according to specific needs.331

5.1.1 Data Model332

LinkAhead’s meta data model is shown schematically in Figure 2. The base type for everything333

is ENTITY, with the inheriting types PROPERTY (attributes of ENTITIES, may be list values and334

references to other ENTITIES), RECORDTYPE (templates for actual data sets) and RECORD. Actual335

data is typically stored in RECORDs, which inherit from one or more RECORDTYPEs and thus336

have all the PROPERTIES defined therein. The RECORDTYPEs may form a complex inheritance337

hierarchy themselves. FILE entities are similar to Records, but additionally are connected to files338

which may reside on conventional file systems or potentially in abstracted cloud storage systems.339

This approach to use files at their current locations instead of duplicating file content not only340

increases LinkAhead’s scalability, but also lower the entrance barrier, since scientists can access341

the managed file in their traditional ways.342

Details of this metadata model in LinkAhead are elaborated on in [9], but it should be clear now343

already that LinkAhead provides the Semantic linkage feature.344

In LinkAhead, the datamodel of the stored data refers to the RECORDTYPEs and their PROPERTIES,345

which together describe the pattern to which newly created data sets should conform. The data346

model in LinkAhead can be modified at any time, but the changes only take effect for data to347

be inserted after this modification. Existing data is not affected and remains unchanged. This348

property fulfills the proposed Flexible data model feature.349

PROPERTIES of RECORDTYPES are allocated a graded importance, which denotes if this PROPERTY350

is either obligatory, recommended or merely suggested for RECORDS which inherit from this351

RECORDTYPE, when a user creates a new RECORDS. This system of importances and the fact352

that legacy data is not necessarily consistent with a modified data model was a deliberate design353

decision. The rationale was that when the data model changes, the meaning at the time of data354

creation should have priority over consistency with later data models.355

This possibility to completely change the data model, while not giving up on a general structure,356

places LinkAhead between traditional SQL based relational databases and NoSQL approaches357
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GraphDB

Data
Lake

SQL

complicated

missing
structure

too rigid

user-friendly

structured agile

LinkAhead

Figure 3: LinkAhead compared to other database approaches.

(c.f. Figure 3). While we described above why rigid SQL databases are not suited for use in358

dynamic research environments, giving no structure (the NoSQL paradigm) tends to lead to359

incoherent data which is hard to search. A common implementation of NoSQL approaches in360

the context of data management are data lakes, where raw data can be stored and annotated361

with metadata. The missing structure in Data Lakes however has lead to the tongue-in-cheek362

colloquialism “Data Swamp”. A third approach, using graph databases to represent semantic363

information, has not found its way into general adoption to our knowledge, presumably because364

the query languages tend to become very unwieldy, compare the appendix Appendix: Query365

language comparison for an example.366

5.1.2 Architecture and Libraries367
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Figure 4: (a) LinkAhead’s server-client architecture with client libraries and backend components.

Dotted elements are under development. (b) The crawler framework facilitates fast development of

custom data integration from a diversity of sources.

LinkAhead uses a client/server based architecture, as depicted in Figure 4a. LinkAhead has is a368

RESTAPI for simple access by traditional clients and a web interface for browsers, as well as a369

gRPCAPI which allows for more complex operations, such as atomic content manipulations. The370
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existing client libraries
1
and the open APIs provide the proposed Interoperability requirement.371

One particularly useful client library component is the LinkAhead Crawler framework. This372

extensible framework simplifies the work to synchronize external data sources with LinkAhead373

through a plugin system. The crawler workflow can be characterized as follows:374

1. The crawler checks its data sources for new or changed data stores, such as file systems or375

the content of other databases. This may happen periodically or be triggered manually by376

users.377

2. Each new data source is fed to a so-called CFood plugin for consumption. There is a378

choice of existing plugins, or administrators can write their own. The CFood plugin’s379

job is to build LinkAhead entities from the consumed data and to specify Identifiables,380

which work as search patterns. Administrators can mostly define simple CFood plugins by381

YAML configuration files[49] which is a more user-friendly approach than for example382

the mappings defined by the W3C’s R2RML standard.[50]383

3. The crawler checks for each Identifiable if a corresponding entity exists already in LinkA-384

head. If there is no corresponding entity, the entity as returned by the CFood plugin is385

inserted into LinkAhead. If there is already an existing entity, the Crawler will attempt386

to merge the existing with the new entity and notify the data curators in case of merge387

conflicts.388

This tool set provides the Synchronization requirement, and if ELNs are used as external data389

source, the ELN integration. Practical use of LinkAhead crawler framework has previously390

been demonstrated in [51] and ELN integration was implemented as a working proof-of-concept391

in [52].392

5.1.3 Miscellaneous features393

Deep search LinkAhead offers a simple semantic query language, which borrows some seman-394

tics from SQL, but has a focus on usability for non-technical users. The LinkAhead query395

language makes deep search easy with expressions like the following:396

FIND Analysis WITH quality_factor > 0.5397

AND WITH Sample WITH weight < 80g398

This convenient nesting of query expressions circumvents the JOIN operations from399

traditional SQL languages. A full documentation of LinkAhead’s query language is400

available online[53] and in LinkAhead’s sources.401

Search templates LinkAhead’s web interface provides customizable search templates which402

allow more advanced users to create their own query templates, which can then be shared403

with novice users for simplified searches. In query templates, users can insert custom404

strings into pre-defined locations of a search query, see Figure 5.405

Versioning When entities are modified in LinkAhead, time and user of the change are recorded406

and LinkAhead puts the previous version onto a history stack and amends the current407

1. A list of the available libraries with the respective source code repositories are given in the Appendix section List of

LinkAhead libraries.
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version with link to the previous version. Over time, each entity may thus grow to a tree408

of linked versions, which can be retrieved via the web UI or programmatically through the409

APIs. This feature of LinkAhead enables scientific research data management users to410

adhere to the principles of good scientific practice.411

State management In LinkAhead, users may declare a state machine of states and allowed412

transitions. Users may then affix states to entities, and these states can then only be413

changed according to the rules of the state machine. In this way, users can implement a414

workflow representation which ensure that for example laboratory samples run through a415

specified list of preparation steps in order.416

Figure 5: A query template in LinkAhead’s web UI. The user can enter a custom value into an input

field À and the template is then executed as a plain LinkAhead query Á. Screenshot from

https://demo.indiscale.com.

5.1.4 Availability and documentation417

LinkAhead is available on the public Git repository gitlab.com at https://gitlab.com/l418

inkahead, a detailed list of LinkAhead’s sub projects is given in the annex. LinkAhead’s419

source code is licensed under the AGPLv3 (Affero GNU Public License, version 3). Community420

contribution workflows, a code of conduct and general development guidelines are outlined in421

https://gitlab.com/linkahead/linkahead-meta and in the sub project specific code422

repositories. The community chat[54] is currently populated with 33 members, the contributors423

file lists 19 active contributors[48].424

For the interested public, there is a live demo server at https://demo.indiscale.com,425

hosted by IndiScale GmbH. IndiScale GmbH also provides commercial support, development426

and customization services for LinkAhead. There are also Debian/Ubuntu packages to run427

precompiled LinkAhead for download at https://indiscale.com/download.428

LinkAhead’s sub projects each have their own documentation in their source directories. The429

documentation is also available online at https://docs.indiscale.com.430

5.2 Requirements matching431

In the following list, we evaluate if and how LinkAhead matches the requirements proposed in432

section Requirements for a scientific RDMS:433

(R1) Semantic linkage Links between ENTITIES in LinkAhead are implemented as reference434

typed PROPERTIES, these PROPERTIES can be restricted to Entities with certain parents,435
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adding an additional ontological level. All PROPERTIES can have a description and higher-436

order properties and thus can fulfill the requirements for typical predicates in subject-437

predicate-object relationships in predicate logic oriented triple stored such as RDF.438

(R2) Flexible data model In LinkAhead, the data model, i.e., the set of RECORDTYPES can be439

modified at any time. Existing RECORDS are not affected by these modifications and keep440

their properties and inheritance information.441

(R3) Searchability LinkAhead’s query language allows to deeply search the available data for442

simple key-value relations and also for nested relations on the knowledge graph and the443

related entities’ properties.444

(R4) Sustainability LinkAhead is fully open-source and freely available on gitlab.com, with445

options for commercial support.446

(R5) Open APIs The REST and GRPC APIs included in LinkAhead enable interaction with447

scientists’custom-written programs. Additionally the existence of client libraries simplifies448

the usage by programmers without formal software development training.449

(R6) Synchronization LinkAhead’s crawler framework simplifies the synchronization between450

existing data sources and the RDMS and allows to make a diversity of data accessible at a451

single resource.452

(R7) ELN integration The LinkAhead crawler may use ELNs as a data source, thus integrating453

the content acquired by ELNs into the RDMS. This makes ELN data searchable and usable454

equivalently to data from their sources.455

(R8) Workflow representation The state machine in LinkAhead can be used to represent stan-456

dardized workflows. For example laboratory samples or interview partners or publications457

may have a state whose possible transitions and conditions can be specified.458

(R9) Versioning Entities in LinkAhead are versioned and previous content may be displayed459

and recovered. The content history of entities is stored: which user changed what value at460

which time.461

(R10) File system integration LinkAhead does not make copies of data files but only references462

the file locations. The file path or resource identifier is returned upon queries, so that users463

can use the location in their accustomed software.464

(R11) Gentle learning curve, early pay-off Search queries in LinkAhead can be made more465

accessible to users by templates where only specific values need to be filled in. The agile466

data model allows scientists to start with a structured data management without the need to467

develop a seemingly overwhelming master plan for their data. Instead they can start small468

in an area where they expect the most immediate benefits such as improved findability of469

linked data, and grow the data management at a later time.470

We find that LinkAhead fulfills the requirements (R1)–(R5), (R9)–(R11) “out of the box” and471

that (R6)–(R8) (synchronization, ELN integration and workflows) can be readily implemented472

using on-board means. LinkAhead therefore qualifies as a promising candidate for a scientific473

RDMS.474
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5.3 Critical evaluation and outlook475

A common misunderstanding about LinkAhead is what it provides out of the box and what it can476

be used for. LinkAhead is not a tool to describe data objects following a specific ontology, but477

ontologies can be implemented with LinkAhead in a straightforward manner, and it makes it easy478

to manage data according to that ontology. It is not an ELN either: ELNs focus on unintrusive479

interfaces for manual data acquisition, but mostly leaving handling of data from other sources, or480

semantic data searches, to other tools. LinkAhead can be seen as a perfect complement to ELNs,481

its primary goal is to make searching and linking of data beneficial for its users and to allow482

for automation of all tasks. One data source for this automation may be ELNs, but of course483

also other scientific data acquisition appliances such as laboratory hardware, high-performance484

clusters or data repositories.485

Similarly, LinkAhead does not enforce data to be FAIR. However researchers can use LinkAhead486

to implement a FAIR data management and to assure that they handle their data in a FAIR manner.487

Data transferred over the REST and GRPC interfaces use standardized formats such as XML for488

data serialization, which can be understood by most programming interfaces. Additionally, the489

internal infrastructure of LinkAhead is being reworked to use UUIDs or other unique identifiers490

as primary keys for all ENTITIES.491

As outlined in the previous section, LinkAhead fulfills most of the requirements and makes492

others feasible for administrators and users. This also implies that there is room for improvement,493

for example by providing integrated connectors to ELNs or other data sources or templates for494

workflow representations.495

Along similar lines, LinkAhead is still lacking tools to seamlessly interchange data and data496

models with RDF based systems. In order to accelerate the general interoperability between data497

management tools, LinkAhead has become part of the ELN consortium[55], an association of498

interested parties with the aim to develop a common interchange format, based upon the RO-499

Crate[56], [57] specification. While it is possible now already by external tools, full integration of500

existing vocabularies represented in RDF serializations will further simplify FAIR data handling501

with LinkAhead.502

When synchronizing data with LinkAhead, special attention has to be given to the relationship503

between data from external sources (e.g., crawled files, ELNs) and records in the RDMS. Different504

sources can (usually by some error) have conflicting data, or entries in the RDMS can be changed505

manually by users after their insertion. In our experience, this problem can not be solved in a506

general and purely technical way. Instead, best practices have to be implemented as to where507

possible errors should be corrected and whether some sources have precedence above each other.508

An RDMS like LinkAhead, together with the crawler framework, can help administrators identify509

inconsistencies in the case of two or more data sources. Through versioning, it is visible who510

and when maybe changed data manually. How to optimize the help in recognizing potential511

conflicts, and in the end curate data both in the RDMS and in the external sources, is subject of512

the authors’ ongoing research.513

Since LinkAhead does not receive institutional funding, the direction of its future development514

depends on the actions of the community. Therefore the immediate advancements will be shaped515
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by the needs of the current users of LinkAhead and of the company which currently provides516

commercial support for it. A current list of feature requests can be generated online.[58] The517

authors know of about a dozen institutions where LinkAhead is currently in use. Together with518

the growing user base we expect the software to persist for a significant amount of time.519

LinkAhead may fall short in terms of performance against traditional SQL databases for very520

large amounts of data. To address this issue there is currently development underway to add a521

virtualization layer which may use existing tabular data sources and present them in a configurable522

way as native LinkAhead ENTITIES.[59]523

We are aware that the perceived “usability” is subject to personal preferences unless evaluated in524

a controlled study. We see the potential for a separate survey in the future which systematically525

evaluates user experiences, workflows and the time and effort spent or gained by users of different526

software approaches to a previously defined set of data management challenges.527

6 Conclusion528

We found that scientific research has specific needs to data management: Interoperability, agility,529

adequate learning curves and early practical use. Altogether we identified a set of eleven530

requirements which we applied to multiple classes of technologies and tools and to LinkAhead,531

an agile RDMS. Especially in the requirements cluster “Semantic linkage, flexible data model,532

semantic search”, previously existing tools show significant weaknesses, whereas LinkAhead533

offers a promising outlook.534

We hope that the open source license of LinkAhead will inspire more scientists to contribute to535

LinkAhead and improve it in the areas of interoperability with existing standards.536

7 Appendix: Software537

7.1 LinkAhead538

The LinkAhead suite with the main libraries is published at Zenodo:539

https://zenodo.org/record/7752417 (DOI:10.5281/zenodo.7752417)540

7.2 List of LinkAhead libraries541

The following libraries for programming client applications are publicly available:542

Python https://gitlab.com/linkahead/linkahead-pylib The Python client library543

can be used for third-party applications and is the foundation for several other libraries:544

Advanced Python tools https://gitlab.com/linkahead/linkahead-advanced-545

user-toolsAdditional high-level tools building upon the Python library, including a546

legacy implementation of the LinkAhead crawler. These tools also include converters547

from JSON Schema to LinkAhead’s data model.548

Crawler https://gitlab.com/linkahead/linkahead-crawlerA new implemen-549

tation of the LinkAhead crawler, also using the Python library. Allows to validate550

data against a JSON Schema.551
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JavaScript https://gitlab.com/linkahead/linkahead-webui The JavaScript library is552

part of the web user interface component.553

Protobuf API https://gitlab.com/linkahead/linkahead-proto The gRPC API is554

defined via these Protobuf files.555

C++ https://gitlab.com/linkahead/linkahead-cpplib The C++ library uses the556

gRPCAPI of LinkAhead.557

Octave https://gitlab.com/linkahead/linkahead-octavelib The Octave/Matlab558

library is based upon the C++ library.559

Julia https://gitlab.com/linkahead/linkahead-julialib The Julia library also is560

based upon the C++ library.561

8 Appendix: Query language comparison562

As an example for nested queries in different query languages, we consider the search for female563

UK-based writers in a certain time period, whose given or family name starts with the letter564

“M”. We used the RDF query language SPARQL with Wikidata (https://www.wikidata.org)565

identifiers and LinkAhead’s query language with fictional but realistic identifier names.566

The SPARQL query is as follows:567

1 SELECT DISTINCT ?item ?itemLabel ?givenName ?familyName WHERE {568

2 ?item wdt:P31 wd:Q5; # Any instance of a human.569

3 wdt:P27 wd:Q145; # citizenship in the United Kingdom570

4 wdt:P21 wd:Q6581072; # female571

5 wdt:P106 wd:Q36180; # writer572

6 wdt:P569 ?birthday;573

7 wdt:P570 ?diedon;574

8 wdt:P734 [rdfs:label ?familyName];575

9 wdt:P735 [rdfs:label ?givenName].576

10 FILTER(?birthday > "1870-01-01"^^xsd:dateTime577

11 && ?diedon < "1950-01-01"^^xsd:dateTime)578

12 FILTER(regex(?givenName, "M.*") || regex(?familyName, "M.*"))579

13 SERVICE wikibase:label { bd:serviceParam wikibase:language "en" }580

14 }581

In contrast, the LinkAhead query looks like this:582

1 SELECT given_name, family_name FROM Writer583

2 WITH gender=f AND citizenship=UK AND birthday > 1870 AND death < 1950584

3 AND (given_name LIKE "M*" OR family_name LIKE "M*")585

We understand that SPARQL and LinkAhead’s query language have non-overlapping sets of586

features. For example, LinkAhead does not know about aliases for names, such as in multilingual587

environments. On the other hand, SPARQL has no native understanding of SI units and their588

conversion and it focuses on experts instead of casual users.589
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